DAF ELECTRIC TRUCKS

Driving
zero emissions

A PACCAR COMPANY DRIVEN BY QUALITY

Driving the future
DAF Trucks develops innovative solutions to the challenges currently facing the transport
industry. Changes triggered by a combination of EU and more local legislation, and the desire
to introduce more sustainable transport, has brought forward the transition to zero emission
solutions within many towns and cities.
For over 90 years, DAF customers have been able to rely on us to supply the best trucks
for comfort, drivability and efficiency, along with the best service and support.
Rest assured that the shift to zero emission solutions will not change this as DAF comes fully
prepared to guide you through this transition period. Not only with an all-electric driveline for
our LF and newly introduced New Generation DAF XD and XF powered with LFP batteries,
but also by offering you the best advice on converting your operation to electric. With
state-of-the-art route simulations and a range of charging solutions combined with
connected services.

DAF LF ELECTRIC

Clean, silent, with high
manoeuvrability, the LF Electric
is at home in every city centre
for every application. Plus,
with onboard AC charging,
it is ideal for an easy transition
to an all-electric operation.

A solution for every application
With our LF and New Generation XD and XF trucks,
DAF is introducing a full e-Range portfolio.
Comprising both tractors and rigids, optional battery
configurations and e-PTOs - ensuring that each truck
can be tailored to suit the vehicle’s application and,
therefore, your needs as a customer.

Always in control
DAF also offers support to make sure both
company and driver operate your electric truck
to its maximum potential:
DAF Driver training as preparation for your
daily trips

Going the distance
Without doubt, range is the main concern when
considering an all-electric driveline. However, the
greatest range (over 500 km), which requires a

A fully digital and interactive dashboard for your
driver to stay in control during their journey
DAF Connected Services to optimise your
operation

525 kWh battery pack, is not always the most
suitable for your application. Weight or chassislayout restrictions also influence the decision. That’s
why DAF has created route simulation software for
the dealer network, enabling them to give you the
best insights into how to achieve zero emissions.
The software takes into account all the variables
that may come into play, ranging from regular heavy
traffic to the use of auxiliary vehicle functions like
aircon or heating. The result is a realistic simulation

We’ve got you covered
As you would expect, our service network is fully
geared-up to have you as a DAF Electric customer.
What’s more, DAF offers a 6-year warranty on
batteries and full repair and maintenance contracts
for the lifespan of your electric vehicle. Giving you
complete peace-of-mind on keeping your vehicle up
and running and on the road.

with comparative range, ensuring you have the
optimum truck configuration and charging strategy.

We are ready
The future is here and we’re ready, willing and

Charging options
DAF also offers a flexible range of charging options
- from on-board to fast charging - to ensure the
set-up is tailored to your business operation. What’s
more, these charging strategies can be used within
the simulation to eliminate unnecessary waiting time,
and ensuring charging is fully optimised for your
application.

able to help you not just step into it, but face all
challenges head on.

DAF XD ELECTRIC

The best truck for regional and
city distribution, the XD offers
best-in-class direct vision with
panoramic windows, ultra-low
vision dashboard and a low
mounted cab. The most versatile
truck for every application.

DAF XF ELECTRIC

The award winning XF
combines unequalled safety
with future-facing driver
comfort. With ranges up
to 500 km, this truck is
ideal for regional or national
haulage.

DAF Services
DAF MULTISUPPORT

In our drive for transport efficiency,

This extensive range of repair and

the upgraded DAF Connect Fleet

maintenance contracts leads to

Management Platform gives you realtime

predictable costs as well as maximum

performance insights of your trucks and

peace of mind. Whichever contract you

drivers. The user-friendly portal can be

choose, they all offer the highest quality

customised to present all the important

of service and support for your vehicles.

information you need. DAF Connect: More
Uptime, More Insight and More Efficiency.

PACCAR FINANCIAL
As DAF’s in-house finance provider,

DAF DRIVER ACADEMY

PACCAR Financial provides tailored

DAF Driver Training helps drivers to

and complete financial services

improve their performance in terms of

to the transport sector. A unique

safe and efﬁcient driving.

understanding of your day-to-day
business makes PACCAR Financial

DAFAID

your partner of choice.

Fast, professional assistance is available
24 hours a day, 365 days a year with

PACCAR PARTS

our team of highly skilled technicians.

PACCAR Parts supplies PACCAR

When abroad, DAF ITS (International

genuine parts and DAF genuine parts

Truck Services) picks up the baton.

along with over 80,000 universal TRP
parts for all makes of truck and trailer,

DAF DEALER NETWORK

including workshop supplies and

A DAF dealer is never far away.

accessories. From its own distribution

Throughout Europe, our customers can

centres, PACCAR Parts delivers within

count on around 1,000 DAF dealers and

24 hours worldwide.

sales & service points for tailored advice
and impeccable service.

DAF CONNECT

IATF16949
Quality
Management System
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No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks Limited reserves the right to change product
specifications without prior notice. Products and services comply with the European Directives and United
Kingdom regulations effective at the time of sale but may vary depending on the country in which you are
located. For the most recent information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.
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